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Dragon Carving from St Paul’s Episcopal Church, Kinross

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
One hundred and forty four is a very special number, not just a square but a square
of squares, not only 12x12 but 4x36 and 9x16. In fact, with a tessellation of 12 x 12
one-inch tiles, there are 650 squares altogether, including perfect tessellations of 1”,
2”, 3”, 4” and 6” squares, besides all the overlapping ones in between. No wonder
some people in past times preferred the gross to the mere hundred!
We welcome to our number Jim Winstanley SHA, who is well known as an
outstanding heraldic artist but has only just admitted his long-standing love of
heraldic monsters, and also Clare McCrory SDAD, another distinguished heraldic
artist (who did my own Scottish arms some time ago) and is expert at depicting
Dragons.
Saint David is the patron saint of Wales, where he is greatly celebrated each year on
the First of March. We have lighted upon this date twice before, but without
comment, in 2002 (No 25) and again in 2003 (No 29) but not since. Born at the end
of the fifth century at Henfynyw, Cardigan, of devout Christian parents, David (Dewi
Sant) was often attended by the Holy Spirit in the form of a dove as he grew up, and
is credited with founding twelve monasteries, including the last, at Mynyw, where he
led a community devoted to a life of hardship and was recognized as the Primate of
Wales. Mynyw has since been renamed St Davids in his honour. He is said to have
introduced the leek as a symbol of Wales, to be worn in their headgear to distinguish
his soldiers who were fighting to preserve their Christian country from the pagan
Saxons with their strange gods Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Ironically, although the Saxons eventually beat the Welsh, they did all become
Christians, without changing the names of the days.
The picture on the cover is one of several sent in by Edward Mallison, of decorative
dragons over the windows of the church in Kinross.

OVERSIGHT - In the last issue, scanning the December Heraldic Craftsman, we
noted the tiny Greek Sphinx, which was the crest on an armorial lapel pin for Leeds
University submitted, with comments, by Tony Hilton. We failed to spot, in the
picture of Tony, that he was wearing our College of Dracology tie with the Modriford
Dragon just visible above his waistcoat. Our congratulations and apologies are due to
Tony.
CORRESPONDENCE
Cathie Constant sent a newspaper clipping,
dated 8 December 2012, with a picture of a coin
dating from c. 1484, during the reign of King
Richard III, showing a relief of St Michael slaying
a Dragon (right) on one side, the other showing
the Royal Arms on a Lymphad. It was unearthed
in Leicestershire not far from Bosworth and has
been sold privately for a record £36,000, three
times its auction estimate. Cathie also sent some
examples of dragon-based logos used by various
Welsh Government departments (see Nos 30, 70
& 72 for a few) including a new one for the Welsh
Coastal Path consisting just of a curly dragon’s
tail.
David Vaudrey sent a card showing a Gargoyle from Magdalen College, Oxford,
named “Gerhart” which may be a portrait, though not a flattering one, of one Gerald
Hartley in the guise of a Manticor (below).
Apart from those already
named as having sent in
items, we have received
messages of congratulation,
approval and delight from
Gordon Macpherson,
David Cvet, Alex
Findlater, Bill Beaver,
David Krause, Kevin
Greaves, Jan Patton,
Stuart Emerson, James
Floyd, and probably others
that I have forgotten, but
they all provide us with
confidence to continue and
are greatly welcomed.

Solution to the crossword clue in the last issue: UNICORN.
FEEDBACK to No 143. (Page 3) Both Leslie Hodgson and Tony Sims identified
the seven-headed Dragon crest as being that of Thomas Barrett-Lennard, Baron
Dacre, and the latter also sent some pictures of book covers and a bookplate of the
same man, from the Ron Fiske Collection. Close inspection failed to detect the ten
horns, so this is most likely not the Beast from the Apocalypse but just a common-orgarden Hydra (v. No 27), as Leslie has confirmed.
(Page 7) Stuart Emerson, Leslie Hodgson and others have identified the arms on
the livery button as those of a member of the Montagu-Douglas-Scott family in which
the Duke of Buccleuch is prominent, possibly one of the early Dukes who did not
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THE JORDAN ARMS
We showed Cecil Jordan’s crest in the
last issue, but his full quartered arms are
a delight, as painted by Alison Hill, with
Dragon’s heads aplenty. The blazon
reads:Azure between two Pallets Argent three
Pomegranates slipped and leaved Or
seeded Gules (Jordan, granted to him 20
September 2011), quartering Sable on a
Fess between three Dragon’s Heads
erased Or as many Estoiles of seven
points Sable (Buckler, allowed at the
Heralds Visitation of Wiltshire of 1623).
Crest of Jordan: Upon a Helm with a
wreath Argent and Azure, A Dragon’s
Head Sable langued Or between two
Pomegranates slipped and leaved also
Or seeded Gules.
The quartering of Buckler is borne by virtue of his descent from his mother, Viola
Dorothy, heiress of Henry Cecil Buckler. The arms may be borne with or without the
quartering. The right to the arms, quartering, and crest descends in the legitimate
male line, daughters having the right during their lifetime only to the arms (quartered
or unquartered).
The Agent was David White, Somerset Herald, and we have added his notes as to
the succession in view of the current agitation to make all inheritances gender-equal.
What is good enough for the Royal Family, think some, should be equally true for all
Her Majesty’s subjects. Some in the Peerage who have daughters but no sons are
already making a move for such a change, and there are those who would like to see
something similar for all armigers, whether they have Dragons to inherit or not.

register his arms at Lyon Court. The coronet is that of a Duke but the quarterings do
not come in the right order for the current Duke. These quarterings are the Royal
Arms (Scottish version for King Charles II, with a baton sinister for his bastard the
Earl of Doncaster), Montagu with Monthermer, Douglas with Mar (Duke of
Queenborough) and finally Scott. Note the supporters of a Royal Unicorn and a
Griffin, and the Griffin crest. One suggestion, from Stephen Tudsbery-Turner, is
that this was a button for the Duke of Monmouth himself, which would make it a
highly prized possession.
(Page 8) Alderman Royston Alan Griffey JP has pointed out that when the County
of Avon was abolished in 1996 it lost its Ceremonial status, but that such was granted
to the City and County of Bristol (of which Royston was Lord Mayor in 2007-8)
while the Unitary Authorities reverted to their former counties for ceremonial
purposes, those south of the Avon to Somerset and that north, to Gloucestershire.
Before 1974 Bristol was counted as part of Gloucestershire ceremonially (as it was
historically), sharing the Lord Lieutenant and the High Sheriff, in spite of having been
given County status for legal purposes in 1373. We like to get these things right. Our
thanks to Royston for a detailed exposition of the various changes that were made.
But the Sea-stags have gone for good.
A VIEW OF PARIS IN 1963

JOURNAL SCAN
Tak Tent 58 Winter 2013 has three Royal Unicorn supporters and a less familiar
Unicorn in John Malden, Unicorn Pursuivant, who writes about “A Unicorn and the
Diamond Jubilee” in intriguing detail.
Flagmaster 145, December 2012
has a couple of Winged SnowLeopards (right) on flags bearing
the arms of cities in Kazakhstan
(Astana and Aktobe), and tiny
Chinese Dragons supporting the
arms of Hong Kong on the flag of
the former colony.

Cathie Constant sent this postcard that her late husband Jim had sent to his parents in
May 1963 with the view from the tower of Notre Dame. The Eiffel Tower is clearly
visible in the distance, while the monster leaning over the balcony may represent the
Devil. Have you noticed that most cathedrals are named after the towns or cities
where they stand, but not those in capital cities? We have a Bishop of London, but
nobody speaks of “London cathedral” instead of “St Paul’s.” The same with Paris,
Rome, Vienna, Moscow…
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AN UNIDENTIFIED BEASTIE

Richard d’Apice sent this creature as part of a decorative border to a label or
bookplate for F.J.Grant, a former Rothesay Herald, and says that it is not a flying fox.
What is it? Tell us.
A MARITIME MARVEL

Bernard Juby sent this picture of a misericord from a church in Ludlow, with its
elegant Mermaid between a couple of Dolphins, no doubt conveying a message to the
devout.
A FANTASTIC BEAST
Vernon Rolls sent this splendid card of a William De Morgan tile panel from the
William Morris Gallery, dated from the 1890s. It is said to be a Lion Rampant, but I
never saw a lion like it. Whether it is truly a fabulous beast or just a natural beast in
fancy dress, I shall leave to you to decide. Perhaps you could let me know what you
think. (Thank you, Vernon!) (See next page.)
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